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Pretrained on object-level annoation

Table 1: Experimental results on the pipeline for single model tested on
ILSVRC2014 val2.

Pretrained on image-level annotation

pipeline RCNN +reject A-net bbox +edge +Def multi-scale +ctx +bbox
bbox to G-net pretrain box pooling pretrain
mAP (%) 29.9 30.9
37.8
40.4 42.7 44.9
47.3
47.8 48.2
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Figure 3: Overview of our approach. Find detailed description in the paper.
Texts in red highlight the steps that are not present in RCNN [3].
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pretrain the deep model on the ImageNet image classification and localization dataset with 1000-class object-level annotations instead of with
image-level annotations, which are commonly used in existing deep learning object detection [3, 5]. Then the deep model is fine-tuned on the
ImageNet/PASCAL-VOC object detection dataset with 200/20 classes,
which are the targeting object classes in the two datasets. The motiva(b)
tion of this pretraining scheme is shown in Fig. 1(a).
Figure 1: The motivation in new pretraining scheme (a) and jointly learning 2. A new deformation constrained pooling (def-pooling) layer, which enfeature representation and deformable object parts shared by multiple object
riches the deep model by learning the deformation of object parts at any
information abstraction levels. The def-pooling layer can be used for
classes at different semantic levels (b). In (a), Model pretrained on imagereplacing the max-pooling layer and learning the deformation properlevel annotation is more robust to size and location change while model
pretrained on object-level annotation is better in representing object with
ties of parts. The motivation of this new layer is shown in Fig. 1(b).
The def-pooling layer is a more general representation of the deformatight bounding box. In (b), when ipod rotates, its circular pattern moves
tion constraint in the deformable part based model (DPM) [2] and the
horizontally at the bottom of the bounding box. Therefore, the circular patterns have smaller penalty moving horizontally but higher penalty moving
deformation layer in [4].
vertically. The curvature part of the circular pattern are often at the bottom 3. A new deep learning pipeline for object detection as shown in Fig. 3.
Detailed component-wise analysis is also provided through extensive exright positions of the circular pattern. Best viewed in color.
perimental evaluation, as shown in Table. 1. It provide a global view for
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